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With the periodic spatial domain Hamiltonian being expressed as a Fourier series, a simple and neat
Hamiltonian in a Fourier domain is formulated. The Fourier transform-based k · p approach is
developed to calculate electronic structures of semiconductor heterostructures. Calculation of
electronic structures is investigated with several quantum well examples and comparison is made
between this approach and the finite difference approach. The formulation of the Fourier domain
Hamiltonian for quantum dots is presented as well. © 2007 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2776158�

I. INTRODUCTION

In the effective mass approximation �EMA�,1 electron
and hole energy states in a bulk crystal are determined by
solving an eigenproblem using a bulk Hamiltonian H.2 A
superlattice may have abrupt interfaces, or graded composi-
tion modulation without sharp interfaces. In the former case,
the eigenfunctions are found by matching wave functions in
each of the constituent materials at the superlattice
interfaces.3 In the latter, electronic states have to be calcu-
lated via numerical approaches since the explicit Hamil-
tonian H�r� is spatially varying. Numerical methods such as
the finite difference method �FDM�4–6 and the finite element
method �FEM�7 have been developed for electronic structure
calculation of superlattices. These numeric methods may also
work for the superlattices with abrupt interfaces, whereas
with4 or without6 specific consideration of the interface
matching condition, no significant difference in results has
ever been reported.

In a periodic superlattice, the envelope function can be
approximated by a Fourier series. However, a similar treat-
ment is applicable to the spatially varying Hamiltonian H�r�
as well. The Hamiltonian in a Fourier domain for the eigen-
problem can be formulated in a simple and neat form using
the Fourier series of the spatial domain Hamiltonian. For
arbitrary periodic structures, Fourier series expansion is
implemented numerically by fast Fourier transform �FFT�.
Therefore, no cumbersome calculation on integral or differ-
ential is involved. Since the eigenfunction and its derivative
possess a continuity property natively, it is manifest that this
method is applicable to the superlattices with abrupt inter-
faces. In this article, we present the multiband k · p Fourier
transform method �FTM�. The formulas of the FTM are de-
rived and the solutions in several examples are given for
illustration. Comparison is made between the FTM and FDM
as well. Finally, the formulation is further extended to the
case of quantum dot �QD� superlattices. To achieve high ac-
curacy, the FDM results in a very large Hamiltonian matrix,
which is challenging to solve practically. For three-

dimensional heterostructures, complicated formulations in
both the FDM and FEM make programming tasks challeng-
ing. In contrast, it is seen that the FTM is advantageous to
overcome issues in these aspects.

II. FORMULATION FOR QW SUPERLATTICE

For the electron wave function written as

��r� = �
v

V

Fv�r�u0v�r� , �1�

where u0v is the Bloch basis with lattice periodicity, V is the
number of bands involved in the model, and Fv�r� is the
envelope function, it has been shown8 in EMA that the en-
velope function equation for heterostructures can be obtained
from position-dependent bulk Hamiltonians H�r ;k� with
several operations, such as replacing kz-related terms into
differential operators,

H�r;k�, k̂z�F�r� = EF�r� . �2�

If the envelope function is expanded in plane waves, the
eigenproblem can be solved in the form of integral-
differential equations by utilizing the orthogonality of plane
waves, which is to be discussed below.

For a quantum well �QW� superlattice, the envelope
function is expanded in plane waves in z,

F�r� = eikxx+ikyy�1/�L�eikzz�
n

cnein�z, �3�

where L is the period, cn= �c1c2¯c8�n
T, �=2� /L, and

−��kz��. Only wave-vectors in the first Brillouin zone
need be included in the expansion for uniqueness.9 If there
are N superlattice periods, the Born–Von Karman cyclic
boundary conditions give

kz =
2�j

NL
, 0 � j � N .

The plane waves keep their forms of complex exponential
functions after operation by the operators contained in the
Hamiltonian, whereas complex exponential functions pos-
sess orthogonality. Therefore, potentially the computationa�FAX: �65-67920415; electronic mail: etmei@ntu.edu.sg
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will be simplified if the z-dependent Hamiltonian matrix is
expanded in Fourier series as well,

H = H�2��z�k̂z
2 + H�1��z�kẑ + H�0��z�

= ��
q

H�2��q�eiq�z	k̂z
2 + ��

q

H�1��q�eiq�z	k̂z + �
q

H�0�

��q�eiq�z. �4�

Denoting 
f2 � f1�= �1/L�Lf2
*f1dz, it can be derived from Eq.

�2� that

�ei�kz+m��z��
v=1

V

�
n

�
q

cvn�Huv
�2��q�eiq�zk̂z

2

+ Huv
�1��q�eiq�zkẑ + Huv

�0��q�eiq�z�ei�kz+n��z�
= 
ei�kz+m��z�E�

n
�
v=1

V

�cvnei�kz+n��z�� , �5�

�
v=1

V

�
n

cvn��
q

�
ei�kz+m��z�Huv
�2��q�eiq�zk̂z

2�ei�kz+n��z�

+ 
ei�kz+m��z�Huv
�1��q�eiq�zkẑ�ei�kz+n��z�

+ 
ei�kz+m��z�Huv
�0��q�eiq�z�ei�kz+n��z���

= E�
v=1

V

�
n

cvn, �6�

where u=1,2 , . . . ,V. We adopted an eight-band k · p
Hamiltonian11 in this work. With the Hermitian operation,

Qkîf → �Qkîf +kî�Qf�� /2 and Qkîkĵ f →kî�Qkĵf�+kĵ�Qkîf� /2

where kî→−i�i and kĵ→−i� j,
10 we have

�
q


ei�kz+m��z�Huv
�0��q�eiq�z�ei�kz+n��z� = Huv

�0��q = m − n� , �7�

�
q


ei�kz+m��z�Huv
�1��q�eiq�zkẑ�ei�kz+n��z�

= ��m + �n

2
+ kz�Huv

�1��q = m − n� , �8�

�
q


ei�kz+m��z�Huv
�2��q�eiq�zk̂z

2�ei�kz+n��z�

= ��m + kz���n + kz�Huv
�2��q = m − n� . �9�

Therefore, the equation for the eigenproblem can be written
as

�Mst��ct� = E�ct� , �10�

where the matrix elements of Fourier domain Hamiltonian M
have the following expression:

Mst = ��m + kz���n + kz�Huv
�2��q� + ��m + �n

2
+ kz�

�Huv
�1��q� + Huv

�0��q�, q = m − n . �11�

The dimension of the Fourier domain Hamiltonian M is de-
termined by the number of the Fourier frequencies of H. An
arbitrary heterostructure may result in an infinite dimension
of M, but practically, for a periodic structure, the Fourier
spectrum has negligible magnitudes at high frequencies and
thus can be truncated. If the terms up to Nth order in the
Fourier series are retained for the wave function, i.e., n ,m
=−N , . . .0 , . . . ,N, the Fourier series terms of H will be re-
served up to 2Nth order, i.e., q=m−n=−2N , . . .0 , . . . ,2N.
Therefore, the dimension of M is determined by the trunca-
tion frequency N, i.e., V�2N+1��V�2N+1�. The subscripts
for Eq. �11� can be schemed as s=u+V�m+N� and t=v
+V�n+N�.

III. ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE CALCULATION

To illustrate the FTM calculation, three structures are
employed: a 35 Å In0.53Ga0.47As/300 Å InP abrupt QW
�denoted as AQW�, a 35 Å In0.53Ga0.47As/300 Å InP QW
being intermixed with 5 Å diffusion length on both sublat-
tices �denoted as IQW�, and a short-period superlattice
35 Å In0.53Ga0.47As/40 Å InP �denoted as SSL�. The re-
sults obtained by the FTM are shown in Fig. 1 and the FDM
results are presented as references in Figs. 1�a� and 1�b� as
well. The calculation adopts the band parameters from Table
I in Ref. 12. The QW structures are sliced with 512 mesh
points for both FTM and FDM calculations. In the FTM
calculation, a FFT is done with the mesh and the truncation
frequency is N=20 for forming the Fourier domain Hamil-
tonian. It is seen that the calculation results using these two
methods agree with each other nicely.

In the FDM calculation, we did not have specific consid-
eration of the interface matching condition for the reason
stated as above. The FDM can incorporate the interface

FIG. 1. �Color online� Bands of �a� AQW and �b� IQW in k space along
�100� and �110� calculated using the FTM �—�, FDM �– –�, and FTM with
the approximation Eq. �12� ��·�� and bands of �c� SSL in k space along
�100� and kz calculated using the FTM with ��·�� and without �—� the
approximation Eq. �12�.
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matching condition only for heterostructures with abrupt in-
terfaces, e.g., AQW, but not for heterostructures with graded
composition, e.g., IQW. For the circumstance of FTM, the
interface matching condition cannot be intentionally incorpo-
rated because abrupt interfaces no longer exist in Fourier
series approximation as shown in Fig. 2.

In some works, e.g., Ref. 13, the eigenvalue equation
only adopts the bulk Hamiltonian of the QW layer’s consti-
tutional material and treats band offsets with a perturbation
term in a form like

H�z� = H�0� + U�z� , �12�

where U�z� is diagonal in the basis and describes only the
valence and conduction band offsets. The influence of such
an approximation to accuracy can be evaluated in FTM cal-
culation. The E−k plots in Fig. 1 show that the deviation due
to this approximation goes large for large k�. A basic under-
standing is that such an approximation neglects the spatial
variation of the band parameters, i.e., �1, �2, �3, Ep, and 	,
and brings an appreciable error when band mixing goes
large, i.e., large k. However, for a short-period superlattice,
since the envelope function is not small over the barrier re-
gion, neglecting the spatial variation of band parameters will
bring an appreciable deviation even at k=0. The E−k plot of
SSL in Fig. 1�c� shows �4 meV deviation in E1 at k=0.

Under EMA, the FTM is derived without extra approxi-
mations or assumptions. However, for numerical calculation,
a structure has to be meshed for performing a FFT if analyti-
cal expressions of the Fourier series are neither available nor
adopted. Furthermore, the Fourier series need be truncated to
make finite the Fourier domain Hamiltonian M. Both mesh-
ing and truncation are factors causing numerical errors. Un-
like the FDM, increasing mesh density does not cause a sig-
nificant rise of the computing volume in the FTM, owing to
the specific feature of the FFT algorithm. In comparison to
the discretization-caused numerical error, which can be eas-
ily reduced, it takes more cost to reduce the truncation-
caused numerical error. In Fig. 2, we can see that the trun-

cated Fourier series deviates from the original band edge
profile, and the influences are different between heterostruc-
tures with abrupt interfaces and those with graded composi-
tions. As shown in Fig. 3, to reach an accuracy of �1 meV,
the truncation frequency N should be no less than 20, 14, and
5 for AQW, IQW, and SSL, respectively. The reason why the
greatest N is needed for AQW but the smallest N for SSL to
reach the same accuracy can be explained using the Fourier
spectra shown in Fig. 4. AQW has a widespread spectrum
compared to the others, whereas the spectrum of SSL has
very large magnitudes only at the first several frequencies.
The spectrum of IQW has the narrowest span, and thus the
best accuracy can be achieved when N further increases, as
seen in Fig. 3�b�. A 512-point mesh is used to perform a FFT
for the plots in Fig. 3.

Discretization-caused numerical error is investigated in

FIG. 2. �Color online� Spatial energy band edge profiles of �a� AQW and
approximations in the Fourier series truncated to the 6th, 20th, and 40th
orders and �b� IQW and approximations in the Fourier series truncated to the
6th, 10th, and 20th orders.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Truncation-caused numerical errors of the eigensolu-
tions �k�=0� versus the truncation frequency N for �a� AQW, �b� IQW, and
�c� SSL.

FIG. 4. �Color online� Fourier spectra for �a� AQW, �b� IQW, and �c� SSL.
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Fig. 5, where the numerical errors are plotted versus the
number of mesh points Np with reference to the eigenvalue
solutions at Np=215 and N=100. To reach an accuracy of
�1 meV, the required Np should be no less than 1024 and
256 for AQW and SSL, respectively. For the similar accu-
racy, the required Np may be even less than 128 for IQW.
Apparently, we see that for structures with abrupt interfaces
and thus larger Fourier spectrum span, a larger number of
mesh points is necessary.

IV. COMPARISON OF FTM AND FDM

In the FTM, accuracy may be influenced by the number
of mesh points Np and the truncation Fourier frequency N,
but the number of mesh points is the only consideration for
accuracy in the FDM. In Fig. 6, we plot the curves of the

eigenvalues versus Np solved by the FDM and the eigenval-
ues versus 2N+1 solved by the FTM for AQW and IQW,
respectively. Comparison is done under the same dimension
of the Hamiltonian matrix. Np influences the accuracy to a
different extent for different heterostructures. The FDM
curve for AQW in Fig. 6 shows zigzag patterns swinging in
ranges of 3−7 meV even for Np
500. This is due to edge
jitter of the mesh near abrupt interfaces along with increasing
Np, which is equivalent to the fluctuation of the well width.
This phenomenon is not observable in a graded QW like
IQW once Np is sufficiently large.

However, to further improve the accuracy in the FDM,
more mesh points have to be pursued. In reality, the chal-
lenge is that the matrix may become too big to solve, be-
cause the matrix dimension is determined by the number of
mesh points, i.e., VNp�VNp. In contrast, the dimension of
the Hamiltonian matrix used in the FTM �Eqs. �10� and �11��
is subjective to N, i.e., V�2N+1��V�2N+1�. From the
above results, it is seen that to reach an accuracy of
�1 meV, N=20 is sufficient for all three cases. When more
mesh points are needed to reduce the discretization-caused
error, the FTM only brings more computation volume to the
FFT, for which the increase in computing time is trivial.
Apparently the FTM is much more efficient than the FDM,
especially in dealing with abrupt QWs, as has also been
manifested in the practical computation.

V. FORMULATION FOR QD SUPERLATTICE

The FTM presents a simple and neat formulation for the
QW superlattice in Eq. �11�. It brings the same advantage to
the QD superlattice as well. The envelope function for a QD
superlattice is expressed as

F�r� =
1

�LxLyLz

eikxx+ikyy+ikzz �
nx=−Nx

Nx

�
ny=−Ny

Ny

�
nz=−Nz

Nz

cnxnynz

�ei�nx�xx+ny�yy+nz�zz�, �13�

where Lx, Ly, and Lz are the structural periods; cnxnynz
= �c1c2¯c8�nxnynz

T ; ��=2� /L�; and −���k����. � repre-
sents x, y, and z.

The spatial domain Hamiltonian matrix is expressed in
the Fourier domain using Fourier transform

H = �
�,�=x,y,z

H���x,y,z�k�̂k�̂

+ �
�=x,y,z

H��x,y,z�k�̂ + H0�x,y,z�

= �
�,�

x,y,z

�
qxqyqz

H���qx,qy,qz�ei�qx�xx+qy�yy+qz�zz�k�̂k�̂

+ �
�

x,y,z

�
qxqyqz

H��qx,qy,qz�ei�qx�xx+qy�yy+qz�zz�k�̂

+ �
qxqyqz

H0�qx,qy,qz�ei�qx�xx+qy�yy+qz�zz�. �14�

Denoting 
f2 � f1�= 1 VVf2
*f1d�, the eigenvalue equation

HF=EF gives

FIG. 5. �Color online� Discretization-caused numerical errors of eigensolu-
tions �k�=0� versus the number of mesh points Np for �a� AQW, �b� IQW,
and �c� SSL.

FIG. 6. �Color online� Eigenenergy solutions at k�=0 in �a� AQW and �b�
IQW by the FTM �– –� with respect to 2N+1 and the FDM �—� with respect
to the number of mesh points.
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�
�,�

x,y,z

�
qxqyqz

Hqxqyqz

�� ei�qx�xx+qy�yy+qz�zz�k�̂k�̂�eikxx+ikyy+ikzz �
nx=−Nx

Nx

�
ny=−Ny

Ny

�
nz=−Nz

Nz

cnxnynz
ei�nx�xx+ny�yy+nz�zz��

+ �
�

x,y,z

�
qxqyqz

Hqxqyqz

� ei�qx�xx+qy�yy+qz�zz�k�̂�eikxx+ikyy+ikzz �
nx=−Nx

Nx

�
ny=−Ny

Ny

�
nz=−Nz

Nz

cnxnynz
ei�nx�xx+ny�yy+nz�zz��

+ �
qxqyqz

Hqxqyqz

�0� ei�qx�xx+qy�yy+qz�zz��eikxx+ikyy+ikzz �
nx=−Nx

Nx

�
ny=−Ny

Ny

�
nz=−Nz

Nz

cnxnynz
ei�nx�xx+ny�yy+nz�zz��

= E�eikxx+ikyy+ikzz �
nx=−Nx

Nx

�
ny=−Ny

Ny

�
nz=−Nz

Nz

cnxnynz
ei�nx�xx+ny�yy+nz�zz�� . �15�

With Hermitian operation, the matrix element for the eigen-
value equation �Eq. �10�� can be obtained,

M =
1

2 �
�,�

x,y,z

�2k�k� + k��m� + n���� + k��m� + n����

+ �m�n� + m�n�������Huv
���qx,qy,qz� +

1

2 �
�

x,y,z

�2k�

+ �m� + n�����Huv
� �qx,qy,qz� + Huv

0 �qx,qy,qz� , �16�

where qx=mx−nx, qy =my −ny, and qz=mz−nz.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have presented the FTM for solving multiband k · p
eigenproblems of heterostructures. The Fourier domain
Hamiltonian expressed in a simple and neat form is derived
from the position-dependent Hamiltonian in a spatial do-
main. The dimension of the Hamiltonian used in the FTM is
determined by the truncation frequency N only. In case ana-
lytical expressions of the Fourier series are not given, a
dense mesh can be adopted to reduce the dicretization-caused
numerical error with trivial increase of computing time.
Therefore, the FTM is numerically efficient in solving multi-
band k · p eigenproblems. This advantage is more prominent
for a heterostructure with abrupt interfaces. Approximation
by adopting the QW layer’s bulk Hamiltonian with a pertur-
bation term for band offsets may lead to large deviation for

large k in long-period superlattices and even at zero k in
short-period superlattices. Furthermore, the FTM presents a
simple and neat formulation for the QD eigenproblems as
well.
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